Four great reasons
to replace existing
skylights when you
replace a roof.
1. Save Money
and Time
During a skylight replacement, a roofer
removes the shingles around the skylight
to re-flash and seal the window to the roof
deck or curb. Therefore, the most ideal,
cost-efficient time to replace a skylight is
when you re-roof and are removing all the
old shingles to lay down new ones.

2. Biggest Promise,
Strongest Warranty

3. Improved
Energy Efficiency

VELUX is the only skylight company to
implement three layers of protection in our
product design, giving you peace of mind
against leaks. Our comprehensive, industryfirst No Leak Warranty covers your skylight
and its installation against leaks for 10 years.*

VELUX continually develops and tests our
skylights to ensure we maintain our high
standard of design. We offer Clean, Quiet,
& Safe glass (advanced LoĒ³ coating) that
provides the best balance of daylight and
heat control, improving the energy efficiency
of your window.

VELUX FLASHING REQUIRED.
Visit thenoleakskylight.com for more information.

*

4. Federal Tax Credit

Go Solar,
Save Big!
The Sun provides us with more
energy in a single hour than the entire
world uses in a year. So, why depend
on energy from anywhere else? Go
Solar with VELUX and see how you
can save big, both on your home’s
energy efficiency and in your pocket!

GO

SOLAR Eligible for a Federal Solar Tax Credit
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GO

SOLAR

The Go Solar Initiative
Eligible for

When you Go Solar by purchasing VELUX solar-powered products for
your home, you are eligible for a federal solar tax credit on the entire
cost of your products and installation. Just ask for the Go Solar option
with your skylight to save big!

Federal Solar
Tax Credit

Example of a VELUX Fixed Skylight
with the Go Solar Option:

on product and
installation*

+
Includes fixed skylight, pre-installed solar
blind, and a free VELUX ACTIVE with
NETATMO Gateway + App
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Fixed Skylight Option

Go Solar Option

Estimated price/savings

Estimated price/savings

$450

Fixed Skylight & Flashing

$850

Fixed Skylight, Blind & Flashing

+ $1,500

Installation

FREE

VELUX ACTIVE Gateway + App

$1,950

Final Cost

+ $1,500

Installation

- $611

Federal Solar Tax Credit*

$1,739

$1,950

Final Cost

$1,739

*

Go Solar
and save
over $200
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*Based on tax credit eligibility. For more information visit veluxusa.com/go-solar.
1
VELUX ACTIVE Gateway not included with the Go Solar option for the VELUX Solar Powered “Fresh Air” Skylight.
2
Represents average of all fixed skylight sizes. Actual installation costs will vary from these estimates based on common variables in roof construction and shaft construction. Local delivery costs and applicable
sales tax not considered for these estimates. These numbers are provided as estimates only.
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